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Introduction

• LLMs are often internet-biased due to the training data.
• LLM can reproduce these biases.
• Solutions like banning words are insufficient because:

– Neutral words can also convey bias.
– Banning words limits LLM’s understanding of topics.

• Manually curating dataset without bias is expensive
• The authors proposed self-diagnosis and self-debias.
• Most models are capable of self-diagnosis and self-

debiasing.
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Self-diagnosis and self-debiasing

Example of threat detection

Numerator: the probability that the model M assigns “yes” 
when asked whether sentence x contains attribute y.

Denominator: This is the sum of the probabilities that both 
possible answers “yes" and “no" for the self-diagnosis.
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Experiment setup

• The attributes covered by  Perspective API 
• LLM: GPT2 (117M to 1.5B) and T5 models 

(2.8B and 11B)
• Dataset: RealToxicityPrompts
• The Perspective API calculated probability 
• Evaluation based on 

– Pearson correlation coefficient between self-
diagnosis probability and Perspective API 
probability

– Accuracy %
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Results

• Larger models with more parameters 
showed better self-diagnosis capabilities.

• The ability to self-diagnose is not a solution 
because the problematic text has already 
been generated.
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Template sensitivity

• Small alterations in prompt can 
significantly affect model performance in 
zero-shot settings.

• Output space is also sensitive: "yes"/"no" 
or "true"/"false"

• Quotation mark “ helps clarify the text in 
prompt

• Removing "Question:"/"Answer:" reduces 
performance, indicating their importance in 
prompting structure.

• Larger models performed well even 
without explicit definitions, implying LLM 
inherently understands toxicity.
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Self-Debiasing

• Define the difference two distributions: 
– Probability of the next word 
– Probability of the next word given a self-debiasing input
– Difference   the larger difference means high bias

• Derived equation 3
– α is a scaling factor to normalize the probability

• The objective is to minimize the bias (difference derived in 
equation 2.
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Self-Debiasing: using RealToxicityPrompts

• Used a challenging subset of 1,225 prompts known to 
generate toxic text

• Different decay constants λ were tested
• Self-debiasing significantly reduces that probability of 

toxicity.
• Self-debiasing can further reduce toxicity on top of word 

filter.
• DAPT: LLM trained on non-toxic text can also produce 

bias. Self-debiasing can reduce the toxicity of DAPT.
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RealToxicityPrompts

• Human evaluated these attributes including fluency 
and coherence.

• Self-debiasing significantly reduced toxicity.
• The trend in automatic evaluation is consistent with 

human evaluation.
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Self-Debiasing: using CrowS-Pairs

• CrowS-Pairs is social bias assessment, it includes 9 bias types.
• Ideal score is 50.
• Self-debiasing leads to improvements for all models.
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Discussion

Potential limitations:
• Reliance on Perspective API can miss subtle biases.
• Human evaluation introduces its own biases.

Future Directions
• Expand to other datasets, with fact-checkers and anti-hate groups
• Increase cultural knowledge to enhance bias detection
• Apply this SD to more LLMs
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Introduction
• This paper is about visual recognition 

tasks.
• Social biases can influence visual model.
• Evidence of bias: over 45% of verbs and 

37% of objects exhibit a gender bias 
greater than 2:1

• Introduce a novel constrained inference 
framework Reducing Bias Amplification 
(RBA)

• Significant reduction in bias amplification: 
40.5% for vSRL, 47.5% for MLC.
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Visualizing and Quantifying Biases

• Identify bias by defining output variables  y1, y2 … yK
• o is output with respect to g
• g reflects demographic attributes such as gender or race
• b is bias score equation 

– Numerator: co-occurrences of o and g in a dataset 
– Denominator: sum of all occurrences

• Evaluate bias amplification
– Compare training set bias score b* with unlabeled evaluation set score 

b~
– This score estimates the average magnitude of bias amplification for 

pairs of o and g which exhibited bias.
– O represents all output being analyzed for bias
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Calibration algorithm 

• RBA: calibrate the predictions from a structured 
prediction model

• Add constraint to vSRL system to ensure desired gender 
ratio

• Structured Output Prediction 
– Maximize scoring function based on a model learned from the 

training data
– Defined the scoring function: sum of the potential sub-assignments 
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Calibration algorithm 

• Corpus-level Constraints
– ensure the output labels follow a desired distribution
– b* is the desired gender ratio, γ is a user-specified margin, M and 

W are a set of semantic role-values representing the agent as a 
man or a woman

– The objective is to maximize the score

• Lagrangian relaxation technique
– solve the constrained inference problem by relaxing the 

constraints
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Experiment setup

• Two visual recognition tasks: visual 
semantic role labeling (vSRL), and multi-
label  classification (MLC). 

• vSRL
– Dataset is verbs from imSitu (Yatskar et al., 2016), 

roles in FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998), and noun 
categories in WordNet (Miller et al., 1990)

– Model is baseline CRF. 

• MLC
– Dataset is MS-COCO (Lin et al., 2014)
– Model is smilar to vSRL
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Bias Analysis

•  imSitu is gender biased
– Figure 2a shows bias, with 64.6% of 

verbs favoring male agents 
– Nearly half of verbs are extremely biased 

in the male or female direction: 46.95% 
of verbs favor a gender with a bias of at 
least 0.7

• Training on imSitu amplifies bias
– Figure 2a: if a verb has low gender ratio 

in training set, it is even lower in the 
predicted gender ratio, vice versa.

– Same in Figure 2b.
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Calibration result

• vSRL 
– Training set bias amplification -52%
– Test set bias amplification -40.5%

• MLC
– Training set bias amplification -31.3%
– Test set bias amplification -47.5%

• Conclusion: RBA effectively reduced bias 
amplification
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Discussion

• First work to visualizing and quantifying biases in structured prediction models
• Future work:

– Apply this RBA to different structured prediction models
– Apply in other domains, such as pronouns.
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Thank you for listening!
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